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The Challenge Built to Last, the defining management study of the nineties,
showed how great companies triumph over time and how long-term sustained
performance can be engineered into the DNA of an enterprise from the
verybeginning. But what about the company that is not born with great DNA?
How can good companies, mediocre companies, even bad companies achieve
enduring greatness? The Study For years, this question preyed on the mind of
Jim Collins. Are there companies that defy gravity and convert long-term
mediocrity or worse into long-term superiority? And if so, what are the universal
distinguishing characteristics that cause a company to go from good to great?
The Standards Using tough benchmarks, Collins and his research team identified
a set of elite companies that made the leap to great results and sustained those
results for at least fifteen years. How great? After the leap, the good-to-great
companies generated cumulative stock returns that beat the general stock
market by an average of seven times in fifteen years, better than twice the results
delivered by a composite index of the world's greatest companies, including CocaPage 1/32
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Cola, Intel, General Electric, and Merck. The Comparisons The research team
contrasted the good-to-great companies with a carefully selected set of
comparison companies that failed to make the leap from good to great. What was
different? Why did one set of companies become truly great performers while the
other set remained only good? Over five years, the team analyzed the histories of
all twenty-eight companies in the study. After sifting through mountains of data
and thousands of pages of interviews, Collins and his crew discovered the key
determinants of greatness -- why some companies make the leap and others
don't. The Findings The findings of the Good to Great study will surprise many
readers and shed light on virtually every area of management strategy and
practice. The findings include: Level 5 Leaders: The research team was shocked
to discover the type of leadership required to achieve greatness. The Hedgehog
Concept (Simplicity within the Three Circles): To go from good to great requires
transcending the curse of competence. A Culture of Discipline: When you
combine a culture of discipline with an ethic of entrepreneurship, you get the
magical alchemy of great results. Technology Accelerators: Good-to-great
companies think differently about the role of technology. The Flywheel and the
Doom Loop: Those who launch radical change programs and wrenching
restructurings will almost certainly fail to make the leap. “Some of the key
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concepts discerned in the study,” comments Jim Collins, "fly in the face of our
modern business culture and will, quite frankly, upset some people.” Perhaps,
but who can afford to ignore these findings?
Legendary money manager Peter Lynch explains his own strategies for investing
and offers advice for how to pick stocks and mutual funds to assemble a
successful investment portfolio. Develop a Winning Investment Strategy—with
Expert Advice from “The Nation’s #1 Money Manager.” Peter Lynch’s “invest in
what you know” strategy has made him a household name with investors both
big and small. An important key to investing, Lynch says, is to remember that
stocks are not lottery tickets. There’s a company behind every stock and a
reason companies—and their stocks—perform the way they do. In this book, Peter
Lynch shows you how you can become an expert in a company and how you can
build a profitable investment portfolio, based on your own experience and
insights and on straightforward do-it-yourself research. In Beating the Street,
Lynch for the first time explains how to devise a mutual fund strategy, shows his
step-by-step strategies for picking stock, and describes how the individual
investor can improve his or her investment performance to rival that of the
experts. There’s no reason the individual investor can’t match wits with the
experts, and this book will show you how.
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A step-by-step guide to investment shows how to pick money-making stocks,
explains how to evaluate investment opportunities, and presents successful
strategies and methods for making money in the stock market. 20,000 first
printing.
The investing strategy that famously generates higher returns with substantially
reduced risk--presented by the investor who invented it "A treasure of well
researched momentum-driven investing processes." Gregory L. Morris, Chief
Technical Analyst and Chairman, Investment Committee of Stadion Money
Management, LLC, and author of Investing with the Trend Dual Momentum
Investing details the author’s own momentum investing method that combines
U.S. stock, world stock, and aggregate bond indices--a formula proven to
dramatically increase profits while lowering risk. Antonacci reveals how
momentum investors could have achieved long-run returns nearly twice as high
as the stock market over the past 40 years, while avoiding or minimizing bear
market losses--and he provides the information and insight investors need to
achieve such success going forward. His methodology is designed to pick up on
major changes in relative strength and market trend. Gary Antonacci has over 30
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years experience as an investment professional focusing on under exploited
investment opportunities. In 1990, he founded Portfolio Management
Consultants, which advises private and institutional investors on asset allocation,
portfolio optimization, and advanced momentum strategies. He writes and runs
the popular blog and website optimalmomentum.com. Antonacci earned his MBA
at Harvard.
An informative, timely, and irreverent guide to financial investment offers a closeup look at the current high-tech boom, explains how to maximize gains and
minimize losses, and examines a broad spectrum of financial opportunities, from
mutual funds to real estate to gold, especially in light of the dot-com crash.
Believing "high-risk equals high-reward" is holding your portfolio hostage High
Returns from Low Risk proves that low-volatility, low-risk portfolios beat highvolatility portfolios hands down, and shows you how to take advantage of this
paradox to dramatically improve your returns. Investors traditionally view low-risk
stocks as safe but unprofitable, but this old canard is based on a flawed premise;
it fails to see beyond the monthly horizon, and ignores compounding returns. This
book updates the thinking and brings reality to modelling to show how low-risk
stocks actually outperform high-risk stocks by an order of magnitude. Easy to
read and easy to implement, the plan presented here will help you construct a
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portfolio that delivers higher returns per unit of risk, and explains how to achieve
excellent investment results over the long term. Do you still believe that investors
are rewarded for bearing risk, and that the higher the risk, the greater the
reward? That old axiom is holding you back, and it is time to start seeing the
whole picture. This book shows you, through deep historical simulation, how to
reap the rewards of smarter investing. Learn how and why low-risk, low-volatility
stocks beat the market Discover the formula that outperforms Greenblatt's
Construct your own low-risk portfolio Select the right ETF or low-risk fund to
manage your money Great returns and lower risk sound like a winning
combination — what happens once everyone is doing it? The beauty of the lowrisk strategy is that it continues to work even after the paradox is widely known;
long-term investment success is possible for anyone who can shake off the
entrenched wisdom and go low-risk. High Returns from Low Risk provides the
proof, model and strategy to reign in your exposure while raking in the profit.
The individual investor's comprehensive guide to momentum investing
Quantitative Momentum brings momentum investing out of Wall Street and into
the hands of individual investors. In his last book, Quantitative Value, author Wes
Gray brought systematic value strategy from the hedge funds to the masses; in
this book, he does the same for momentum investing, the system that has been
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shown to beat the market and regularly enriches the coffers of Wall Street's most
sophisticated investors. First, you'll learn what momentum investing is not: it's not
'growth' investing, nor is it an esoteric academic concept. You may have seen it
used for asset allocation, but this book details the ways in which momentum
stands on its own as a stock selection strategy, and gives you the expert insight
you need to make it work for you. You'll dig into its behavioral psychology roots,
and discover the key tactics that are bringing both institutional and individual
investors flocking into the momentum fold. Systematic investment strategies
always seem to look good on paper, but many fall down in practice. Momentum
investing is one of the few systematic strategies with legs, withstanding the test
of time and the rigor of academic investigation. This book provides invaluable
guidance on constructing your own momentum strategy from the ground up.
Learn what momentum is and is not Discover how momentum can beat the
market Take momentum beyond asset allocation into stock selection Access the
tools that ease DIY implementation The large Wall Street hedge funds tend to
portray themselves as the sophisticated elite, but momentum investing allows
you to 'borrow' one of their top strategies to enrich your own portfolio.
Quantitative Momentum is the individual investor's guide to boosting market
success with a robust momentum strategy.
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Whether you are an investment professional managing billions ofdollars or an individual
investor with a small nest egg,TrimTabs Investing shows you how to beat the major
stockmarket averages with less risk. This groundbreaking bookbegins by comparing the
stock market to a casino in which the house(public companies and the insiders who run
them) buys and sellsshares with the players (institutional and individualinvestors).
TrimTabs Investing argues that stockprices are primarily a function of liquidity—the
amount ofshares available for purchase and the amount of money available tobuy
them—rather than fundamental value. Finally, itoutlines the building blocks of liquidity
theory and explains howyou can use them to predict the direction of the stock market.
“Charles Biderman, a savvy and battle-scarred veteran ofthe investment wars, has
fashioned an intriguing approach to makingmoney in the stock market that adroitly
avoids both heavy-breathingspeculation and the standard Wall Street practices that
enableinvestors, big and small, to lose money in good markets as well asbad. Aimed at
the sophisticated investor (which may or may not bean oxymoron), the book is written in
blessedly straightforwardprose and is a worthwhile read for anyone with an urge to
have afling at investing.--Alan Abelson Barron’s “Since the days of Joseph and
Pharaoh, it has beenaxiomatic that the size of the grain harvest affects the level ofgrain
prices; but today’s investors have been slow toappreciate the fact that the supply of
stock shares significantlydetermines the level of stock prices. Biderman’s long
overduebook outlines the theory and evidence behind ‘TradingFloat,’ the actual—and
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exploitable—power behindmajor moves in the stock market. --Paul Montgomery CEO
and CIO of Montgomery Capital Management “‘Trade as corporate execs do, not as
theysay.’ Charles Biderman has built an impressive list of hedgefund clients from this
essential insight, and this book does agreat job explaining exactly how retail investors
can incorporateit into their investing.” --Eric Zitzewitz Assistant Professor of Economics,
Stanford Graduate School ofBusiness “Charles Biderman is a smart thinker,
clearwriter—and he offers here some very interesting ideas. Thisbook is for the little guy
who enjoys reading about money andeconomics, even if he doesn’t adopt the
strategies offeredhere; and for the professional or sophisticated investor, who, to
agreater or lesser degree, just might.--Andrew Tobias author of The Only Investment
Guide You'll Ever Need
With the right broker, and just a few hundred dollars or pounds, anyone can become a
leveraged trader. The products and tools needed are accessible to all: FX, a margin
account, CFDs, spread-bets and futures. But this level playing field comes with great
risks. Trading with leverage is inherently dangerous. With leverage, losses and costs –
the two great killers for traders – are magnified. This does not mean leverage must be
avoided altogether, but it does mean that it needs to be used safely. In Leveraged
Trading, Robert Carver shows you how to do exactly that, by using a trading system. A
trading system can be employed to tackle those twin dangers of serious losses and
high costs. The trading systems introduced in this book are simple and carefully
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designed to use the correct amount of leverage and trade at a suitable frequency.
Robert shows how to trade a simple Starter System on its own, on a single instrument
and with a single rule for opening positions. He then moves on to show how the Starter
System can be adapted, as you gain experience and confidence. The system can be
diversified into multiple instruments and new trading rules can be added. For those who
wish to go further still, advice on making more complex improvements is included: how
to develop your own trading systems, and how to combine a system with your own
human judgement, using an approach Robert calls Semi-Automatic Trading. For those
trading with leverage, looking for a way to take a controlled approach and manage risk,
a properly designed trading system is the answer. Pick up Leveraged Trading and learn
how.
A major revision of the author's investment classic introduces managers to important
new findings in psychology to demonstrate why most investment strategies are flawed,
outlining atypical strategies based on the author's "efficient market theory" designed to
prevent over- and under-valuations while crash-proofing a portfolio. 40,000 first printing.
A NEW YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL, AND USA TODAY BESTSELLER
The legendary investor shows how to identify and master the cycles that govern the
markets. We all know markets rise and fall, but when should you pull out, and when
should you stay in? The answer is never black or white, but is best reached through a
keen understanding of the reasons behind the rhythm of cycles. Confidence about
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where we are in a cycle comes when you learn the patterns of ups and downs that
influence not just economics, markets, and companies, but also human psychology and
the investing behaviors that result. If you study past cycles, understand their origins and
remain alert for the next one, you will become keenly attuned to the investment
environment as it changes. You’ll be aware and prepared while others get blindsided
by unexpected events or fall victim to emotions like fear and greed. By following
Marks’s insights—drawn in part from his iconic memos over the years to Oaktree’s
clients—you can master these recurring patterns to have the opportunity to improve your
results.
THE NATIONAL BESTSELLER! Anyone can learn to invest wisely with this bestselling
investment system! Through every type of market, William J. O’Neil’s national
bestseller, How to Make Money in Stocks, has shown over 2 million investors the
secrets to building wealth. O’Neil’s powerful CAN SLIM® Investing System—a proven
7-step process for minimizing risk and maximizing gains—has influenced generations of
investors. Based on a major study of market winners from 1880 to 2009, this expanded
edition gives you: Proven techniques for finding winning stocks before they make big
price gains Tips on picking the best stocks, mutual funds, and ETFs to maximize your
gains 100 new charts to help you spot today’s most profitable trends PLUS strategies
to help you avoid the 21 most common investor mistakes! “I dedicated the 2004 Stock
Trader’s Almanac to Bill O’Neil: ‘His foresight, innovation, and disciplined approach to
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stock market investing will influence investors and traders for generations to come.’”
—Yale Hirsch, publisher and editor, Stock Trader’s Almanac and author of Let’s
Change the World Inc. “Investor’s Business Daily has provided a quarter-century of
great financial journalism and investing strategies.” —David Callaway, editor-in-chief,
MarketWatch “How to Make Money in Stocks is a classic. Any investor serious about
making money in the market ought to read it.” —Larry Kudlow, host, CNBC’s "The
Kudlow Report"
Confusing economic times. Stocks that soar and crash with bewildering speed. To the
average investor, taking a chance on an individual stock may seem like a reckless
gamble. But, rest assured, it is never the same gamble to Wall Street's knowledgeable
insiders. Now, with the help of this book, you can learn the closely guarded secrets of
the experts' savvy investment strategies - strategies that will enable you to find both
long-term and short-term winners in a bull, bear, or wildly fluctuating market! Stock
Picking explores in detail how Wall Street pros analyze stocks and reveals to outsiders
their eleven best tactics for beating the market. Written in clear, cogent language that
the nonprofessional can easily understand, this guide will arm you with proven and
highly specific strategies. Learn all about cashing in on corporate cash flow ... or how to
ferret out companies with the cash reserves to take advantage of market opportunities
and outperform their competitors, cyclical stocks ... or how best to play the on again/off
again fortunes of cyclical companies, defensive stocks ... or which stocks to own when
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the economy experiences a downturn, how to maximize your total return by finding
those stocks offering both attractive yields and strong capital gains prospects, strategic
industry investments ... or how to spot the one company within an industry that's best
positioned to take advantage of special circumstances, how to make money from small
cap stocks with a bright future, how to capitalize on "stock splits", spinoff successes ...
or why the parts perform better than the whole, and plus, invaluable tips from many of
Wall Street's superstars, including Sir John Templeton and David Dremen on why and
when a particular strategy works, how it should be applied, and how it can be used to
determine relative value and build a solid portfolio.
A hedge fund manager and Columbia Business School professor shows, in step-bystep fashion, how "beating the market" can be made simple and easy for investors of
any age.
FROM NATIONAL BESTSELLING AUTHOR ROBIN R. SPEZIALE – LEARN HOW TO
MAKE MONEY INVESTING IN GROWTH STOCKS In Capital Compounders, DIY
Investor & National Bestselling Author Robin R. Speziale makes it easy for anyone to
beat the market and make money investing in growth stocks! Robin R. Speziale shares
his journey building a $300,000+ stock portfolio before 30 (and how you can too!) by
investing in growth stocks or “Capital Compounders” – stocks that double, and then
double again, and again on the market. Capital Compounder stocks have achieved the
“tenbagger” ($1 turns into $10), and some even the “100-bagger” ($1 turns into $100)
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status. Mr. Speziale discusses the commonalities of today’s market-beating growth
stocks so that you can find the next ones in the future. WHAT YOU WILL LEARN IN
THE BOOK: How you can turn $0 into $300,000 (and more) by saving, and then
investing in growth stocksWhy growth investing is better than value investingWhat top
growth stocks (“Capital Compounders”) have in common72 Rules for investing stocks;
winning in the market, and managing a portfolioActual examples of tenbagger (10x
return) and 100-bagger (100x return) stocks75+ events, and corporate developments
that move stocksHow a hedge fund manager achieved a 24% compound annual return
(since 1998!)50+ predictions for the futureExclusive interviews with a small-cap
technology analyst, and a growth hedge fund managerHow to decode market
psychology, and control your own behavioural biasesGrowth investing strategies from
the world's top growth investorsDaily routine – how to stay on top of the stock market,
and find new growth ideas100+ Free DIY investor resources (all of my favourites!)PLUS
– FREE Investment Newsletter Subscription (inside the book) Capital Compounders is
for both budding and seasoned investors. It’s entertaining (because finance can be
dry), and includes lots of easy-to-learn tips and strategies on growth investing that you
can apply in the stock market. Robin R. Speziale is a DIY Investor and Globe and Mail
National Bestselling Author; Market Masters (2016). He's been investing in the stock
market since 2005, and built a $300,000+ portfolio before 30. Mr. Speziale lives in
Toronto, Ontario. Visit RobinRSpeziale.com and email Robin – r.speziale@gmail.com.
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The best-selling investing "bible" offers new information, new insights, and new
perspectives The Little Book of Common Sense Investing is the classic guide to getting
smart about the market. Legendary mutual fund pioneer John C. Bogle reveals his key
to getting more out of investing: low-cost index funds. Bogle describes the simplest and
most effective investment strategy for building wealth over the long term: buy and hold,
at very low cost, a mutual fund that tracks a broad stock market Index such as the S&P
500. While the stock market has tumbled and then soared since the first edition of Little
Book of Common Sense was published in April 2007, Bogle’s investment principles
have endured and served investors well. This tenth anniversary edition includes
updated data and new information but maintains the same long-term perspective as in
its predecessor. Bogle has also added two new chapters designed to provide further
guidance to investors: one on asset allocation, the other on retirement investing. A
portfolio focused on index funds is the only investment that effectively guarantees your
fair share of stock market returns. This strategy is favored by Warren Buffett, who said
this about Bogle: “If a statue is ever erected to honor the person who has done the
most for American investors, the hands-down choice should be Jack Bogle. For
decades, Jack has urged investors to invest in ultra-low-cost index funds. . . . Today,
however, he has the satisfaction of knowing that he helped millions of investors realize
far better returns on their savings than they otherwise would have earned. He is a hero
to them and to me.” Bogle shows you how to make index investing work for you and
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help you achieve your financial goals, and finds support from some of the world's best
financial minds: not only Warren Buffett, but Benjamin Graham, Paul Samuelson,
Burton Malkiel, Yale’s David Swensen, Cliff Asness of AQR, and many others. This
new edition of The Little Book of Common Sense Investing offers you the same solid
strategy as its predecessor for building your financial future. Build a broadly diversified,
low-cost portfolio without the risks of individual stocks, manager selection, or sector
rotation. Forget the fads and marketing hype, and focus on what works in the real
world. Understand that stock returns are generated by three sources (dividend yield,
earnings growth, and change in market valuation) in order to establish rational
expectations for stock returns over the coming decade. Recognize that in the long run,
business reality trumps market expectations. Learn how to harness the magic of
compounding returns while avoiding the tyranny of compounding costs. While index
investing allows you to sit back and let the market do the work for you, too many
investors trade frantically, turning a winner’s game into a loser’s game. The Little Book
of Common Sense Investing is a solid guidebook to your financial future.
10 takes you step by step through the process of creating a market-beating stock
portfolio, and shows you how to trade stocks using a combination of both fundamental
and technical analysis. With this book as your guide, you'll quickly learn how to get into
a stock at the right time and, more importantly, when to exit that position. You'll also
discover how to view the market and interpret what is happening on a broader scale, so
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you can maximize profits on individual positions and boost the overall performance of
your portfolio.
In 2005, Joel Greenblatt published a book that is already considered one of the classics
of finance literature. In The Little Book that Beats the Market—a New York Times
bestseller with 300,000 copies in print—Greenblatt explained how investors can
outperform the popular market averages by simply and systematically applying a
formula that seeks out good businesses when they are available at bargain prices.
Now, with a new Introduction and Afterword for 2010, The Little Book that Still Beats the
Market updates and expands upon the research findings from the original book.
Included are data and analysis covering the recent financial crisis and model
performance through the end of 2009. In a straightforward and accessible style, the
book explores the basic principles of successful stock market investing and then
reveals the author’s time-tested formula that makes buying above average companies
at below average prices automatic. Though the formula has been extensively tested
and is a breakthrough in the academic and professional world, Greenblatt explains it
using 6th grade math, plain language and humor. He shows how to use his method to
beat both the market and professional managers by a wide margin. You’ll also learn
why success eludes almost all individual and professional investors, and why the
formula will continue to work even after everyone “knows” it. While the formula may be
simple, understanding why the formula works is the true key to success for investors.
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The book will take readers on a step-by-step journey so that they can learn the
principles of value investing in a way that will provide them with a long term strategy
that they can understand and stick with through both good and bad periods for the
stock market. As the Wall Street Journal stated about the original edition, “Mr.
Greenblatt…says his goal was to provide advice that, while sophisticated, could be
understood and followed by his five children, ages 6 to 15. They are in luck. His ‘Little
Book’ is one of the best, clearest guides to value investing out there.”
Beat the odds with a bold strategy from McKinsey & Company “Every once in a while, a
genuinely fresh approach to business strategy appears” – legendary business
professor Richard Rumelt, UCLA McKinsey & Company’s newest, most definitive, and
most irreverent book on strategy—which thousands of executives are already using—is a
must-read for all C-suite executives looking to create winning corporate strategies.
Strategy Beyond the Hockey Stick is spearheading an empirical revolution in the field of
strategy. Based on an extensive analysis of the key factors that drove the long-term
performance of thousands of global companies, the book offers a ground-breaking
formula that enables you to objectively assess your strategy’s real odds of future
success. "This book is fundamental. The principles laid out here, with compelling data,
are a great way around the social pitfalls in strategy development.” — Frans Van
Houten, CEO, Royal Philips N.V. The authors have discovered that over a 10-year
period, just 1 in 12 companies manage to jump from the middle tier of corporate
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performance—where 60% of companies reside, making very little economic profit—to the
top quintile where 90% of global economic profit is made. This movement does not
happen by magic—it depends on your company’s current position, the trends it faces,
and the big moves you make to give it the strongest chance of vaulting over the
competition. This is not another strategy framework. Rather, Strategy Beyond the
Hockey Stick shows, through empirical analysis and the experiences of dozens of
companies that have successfully made multiple big moves, that to dramatically
improve performance, you have to overcome incrementalism and corporate inertia. “A
different kind of book—I couldn’t put it down. Inspiring new insights on the facts of what
it takes to move a company’s performance, combined with practical advice on how to
deal with real-life dynamics in management teams.” —Jane Fraser, CEO, Citigroup
Latin America
A limited edition, hardcover "black" version of the radical investment philosophy that
helped Jonathan Hoenig beat the market over 20-years. At the base of his system is a
new view of the importance of price and trend, inspired by the work of Ayn Rand.
Prepare to transform how you look at the markets and invest. You will learn that it is not
what asset class that you invest in which matters as much as how you invest, in any
asset now or anytime in the future. Open this book and you will find a wealth of
philosophical insights on understanding markets, building and managing your portfolio,
evaluating what political system is needed and developing steps to ensure a safe
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financial future. Price Is Primary is Jonathan Hoenig's innovative, challenging and
wealth-promoting adventure of the mind.
By automating your investment strategy, you can achieve financial freedom and work
thirty minutes a day. In The 30-Minute Stock Trader, Laurens will take you through all of
the steps to create your own automated stock trading strategy that's proven and based
on historical price action data. He will also show you how to suit the strategy to your
lifestyle. You simply need to follow your computer's instructions, and you'll never need
to listen to the financial media again. In this book, you'll discover: Why the classical
investment approach most people use is doomed to fail Proof that automated trading
works How to uncover your "trading personality" Three proven strategies--with exact
numbers, entry and exit rules, and charts and graphs The "missing ingredient" to
financial freedom The secret twelve-ingredient recipe of a profitable, automated trading
strategy With The 30-Minute Stock Trader, you'll have complete knowledge about how
to build your own, personalized trading strategy to achieve financial freedom and live
the way you choose.
For Making Sense of Investing Today...the Fully Revised and Expanded Edition of the
Bestselling The Motley Fool Investment Guide Today, with the Internet, anyone can be
an informed investor. Once you learn to tune out the hype and focus on meaningful
factors, you can beat the Street. The Motley Fool Investment Guide, completely revised
and updated with clear and witty explanations, deciphers all the new information -- from
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evaluating individual stocks to creating a diverse investment portfolio. David and Tom
Gardner have investing ideas for you -- no matter how much time or money you have.
This new edition of The Motley Fool Investment Guide is built for today's investor,
sophisticate and novice alike, with updated information on: Finding high-growth stocks
that will beat the market over the long term Identifying volatile young companies that
traditional valuation measures may miss Using Fool.com and the Internet to locate
great sources of useful information
Philip L. Carret (1896-1998) was a famed investor and founder of The Pioneer Fund
(Fidelity Mutual Trust), one of the first Mutual Funds in the United States. A former
Barron’s reporter and WWI aviator, Carret launched the Mutual Trust in 1928 after
managing money for his friends and family. The initial effort evolved into Pioneer
Investments. He ran the fund for 55 years, during which an investment of $10,000
became $8 million. Warren Buffett said of him that he had “the best long term
investment record of anyone I know” He is most famous for the long successful track
record he achieved investing in Common Stocks and for being one of Warren Buffett’s
role models. This book comprises a series of articles written for Barron’s and published
in book form in 1930.—Print Ed.
Jeffrey Hirsch discusses how to capture market-beating returnsby following specific
stock market cycles While predicting the direction of the stock market at any givenpoint
is difficult, it's a fact that the market exhibitswell-defined and sometimes predictable
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patterns. While cycles donot repeat exactly all of the time, statistical evidence
suggeststhat cyclical tendencies are very strong and should not be ignoredby investors.
The Little Book of Stock Market Cycles willshow you how to profit from these recurring
stock market patternsand cycles. Written by Jeffrey Hirsch, President of the Hirsch
Organizationand Editor-in-Chief of the Stock Trader's Almanac, thisreliable resource
explains why these cycles occur, provides thehistorical evidence behind them, and
shows you how to captureconsistent profits from them moving forward. In addition
todescribing his most widely followed cycles and patters, Hirsch alsodiscusses both
longer term boom-bust economic cycles and shorterterm tendencies involving the best
days, weeks, and months of theyear to trade the market. The methods found here
follow everything from presidentialelection cycles to the "Santa Claus" effect Written by
Jeffrey Hirsch, the pre-eminent authority on marketcycles and seasonal patterns The
strategies explored are easy-to-implement, and based onresearch that has proven
profitable over the course of time For investors looking to beat the buy-and-hold
philosophy,The Little Book of Stock Market Cycles will provide simple,actionable ideas
that have stood the test of time and consistentlyoutperformed the market.
Systematic trading allows you to test and evaluate your trading ideas before risking
your money. By formulating trading ideas as concrete rules, you can evaluate past
performance and draw conclusions about the viability of your trading plan. Following
systematic rules provides a consistent approach where you will have some degree of
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predictability of returns, and perhaps more importantly, it takes emotions and second
guessing out of the equation. From the onset, getting started with professional grade
development and backtesting of systematic strategies can seem daunting. Many resort
to simplified software which will limit your potential. Trading Evolved will guide you all
the way, from getting started with the industry standard Python language, to setting up
a professional backtesting environment of your own. The book will explain multiple
trading strategies in detail, with full source code, to get you well on the path to
becoming a professional systematic trader. This is a highly practical book, where every
aspect is explained, all source code shown and no holds barred. Written by Andreas F.
Clenow, author of the international best sellers Following the Trend and Stocks on the
Move, Trading Evolved goes into greater depth and covers strategies for trading both
futures and equities. "Trading Evolved is an incredible resource for aspiring quants.
Clenow does an excellent job making complex subjects easy to access and
understand. Bravo." -- Wes Gray, PhD, CEO Alpha Architect
What’s the fastest way to lose money? Follow the herd. Nick Radge stopped following
the herd many years ago. As a trader and stock broker, Nick learnt to recognise what
the herd were doing and how they react to financial information. He also realised that it
made no sense. Are you one of the herd? Here’s a test: If a stock’s price is falling do
you think it represents good value, i.e. it’s cheap? OneTel and HIH were not cheap
when they eventually delisted in 2001. ABC Learning was not cheap when it delisted in
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2008. How about Bear Sterns, Lehman Brothers, Trump Entertainment or Kodak?
Billabong does not look cheap at the moment! A stock price in motion tends to stay in
motion; Unholy Grails will show you how to be on the positive side of this statement.
Nick Radge is focused on momentum investing; purchasing stocks that are trending up.
Nick shows you how to hitch a ride on stocks in an uptrend or protect your capital
during sustained bear markets. Unholy Grails goes against almost everything your
stock broker, financial planner and your fund manager will ever tell you. Considering
that in 2008 capital managed by fund managers dropped up to 50% we are in
desperate need of an alternative way of thinking. In Unholy Grails, Nick Radge details a
road less travelled; a compilation of practical strategies for investors looking for long
term gains with minimum daily effort. “I am shocked that so many Mum and Dad
investors were financially and emotionally battered during the GFC. The financial
planners and fund managers they were relying on for advice gave them no advice: just
the same old ‘buy and hold’ strategy that simply does not work in a collapsing market.
In Unholy Grails I define specific strategies for investors, allowing them to manage their
own investments and stop paying fees to financial planners and advisors,” said the
author, Nick Radge. Whether investing for your retirement or using an active investment
strategy to manage your personal wealth, Nick Radge examines and tests numerous
investment strategies to help determine the right one for you. Don’t expect the same
old, worn out advice from Nick Radge. His latest book is not called Unholy Grails for
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nothing!
"The way that Big Money got to be Big Money was by also being the 'Smart Money',
and so it is worth paying attention to how the Big Money traders behave. That's the
essence of what Larry Williams has to teach us in this book. And it's not just what the
Smart Money says or thinks, but how they behave in terms of their trading that we
should pay attention to. Larry shows us how to listen to that message." —Tom
McClellan, Editor of The McClellan Market Report "Finally, an insider's take on what
really goes on behind the scenes in commodity trading. Larry writes his view of trading,
as only he knows it, from his twenty-five years of experience." —James Altucher, author
of Trade Like a Hedge Fund Successful trader Larry Williams reveals industry secrets
that help investors and traders successfully invest and trade side-by-side with the
largest commercial interests in the world. You'll be introduced to the COT (Commitment
of Traders) report, the best resource for achieving trading success, learn exactly what
the information it contains means, and plan for maximizing profits by acting on reported
actions.
During bull and bear markets, there is a group of hedge funds and professional traders
which have been consistently outperforming traditional investment strategies for the
past 30 odd years. They have shown remarkable uncorrelated performance and in the
great bear market of 2008 they had record gains. These traders are highly secretive
about their proprietary trading algorithms and often employ top PhDs in their research
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teams. Yet, it is possible to replicate their trading performance with relatively simplistic
models. These traders are trend following cross asset futures managers, also known as
CTAs. Many books are written about them but none explain their strategies in such
detail as to enable the reader to emulate their success and create their own trend
following trading business, until now. Following the Trend explains why most hopefuls
fail by focusing on the wrong things, such as buy and sell rules, and teaches the truly
important parts of trend following. Trading everything from the Nasdaq index and T-bills
to currency crosses, platinum and live hogs, there are large gains to be made
regardless of the state of the economy or stock markets. By analysing year by year
trend following performance and attribution the reader will be able to build a deep
understanding of what it is like to trade futures in large scale and where the real
problems and opportunities lay. Written by experienced hedge fund manager Andreas
Clenow, this book provides a comprehensive insight into the strategies behind the
booming trend following futures industry from the perspective of a market participant.
The strategies behind the success of this industry are explained in great detail,
including complete trading rules and instructions for how to replicate the performance of
successful hedge funds. You are in for a potentially highly profitable roller coaster ride
with this hard and honest look at the positive as well as the negative sides of trend
following.
Beating the stock market isn't very difficult. Yet almost all mutual funds consistently fail.
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Hedge fund manager Andreas F. Clenow takes you behind the scenes to show you why
this is the case and how anyone can beat the mutual funds. Momentum investing has
been one of very few ways of consistently beating the markets. This book offers you a
unique back stage pass, guiding you through how established hedge funds achieve
their results. The stock markets are widely misunderstood. Buying and selling stocks
seems so simple. We all know what stocks are and what the companies produce. We're
told that stocks always go up in the long run and that everyone should be in the stock
markets. Oversimplifications like that can end up costing you. In the long run, the major
stock indexes show a performance of five to six percent per year. For that return, you
will have to bear occasional losses of over half your capital and be forced to wait many
years to recover your money. Yes, in the long run stocks do go up. But the story isn't
that simple. Stocks on the Move outlines a rational way to invest in the markets for the
long term. It will walk you through the problems of the stock markets and how to
address them. It will explain how to achieve twice the return of the stock markets at
considerably lower risk. All rules and all details will be explained in this book, allowing
anyone to replicate the strategies and research. Andreas F. Clenow is the chief
investment officer and partner of ACIES Asset Management, based in Zurich,
Switzerland. Starting out as a successful IT entrepreneur in the 90s boom, he enjoyed a
stellar career as global head of equity and commodity quant modeling for Reuters
before leaving for the hedge fund world. Having founded and managed multiple hedge
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funds, Mr. Clenow is now overseeing asset management and trading across all asset
classes. He is the author of best-selling and critically acclaimed book Following the
Trend and can be reached via his popular website www.FollowingTheTrend.com.
Jeff Cooper is back with a newly updated Hit & RunTrading Volume I. Delivering a dayby-day trading plan ofattack, this comprehensive manual is your key to conquering
themarket on a daily basis. Join Jeff as he reveals his most intimate winning methods
fordaytrading and short trading the market. While the traditional "buyand hold" strategy
may work well in bull markets, Cooper's "Hit& Run" methods work in ALL markets. His
easy to follow methodswill show you exactly: Which stocks to focus on each day Where
to place your buy stops and sell short stops The precise amount of risk you should take
And how to take the psychology out of trading in his new "MindOver Money" chapter!
PLUS, you'll gain access to Jeff's personal arsenal ofstrategies including: Stepping in
Front of Size™ – learn how to buy astock just moments before the big boys!
1-2-3-Pullbacks™ – discover the three-day setupthat consistently triggers 4–15 point
gains within justdays! Expansion Breakouts™ – master the one breakout thatconsistently
leads to further gains. The power of Creating the Daily Hit List – learn how torecognize
which stocks are rapidly moving and which setups to useto trade them – invaluable
knowledge to keep you ahead of thegame! A true trading sensation and classic – now
in it's newlyupdated format!
Complete edition of Reminiscences of a Stock Operator by Edwin Lefèvre. An
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investment classic for every trader that inspires and challenges financial readers today.
"There is nothing like losing all you have in the world for teaching you what not to
do."All students of human nature, stocks, and market players should get this historic
book. This 1923 edition is provided in a slim volume with full text at an affordable price.
"Provides readers with a comprehensive guide to active trading, including the inner workings of
the market, basic executions strategies, and how to apply trading insights. Covers the most
common market maker setups; how to identify market maker traps; and how to follow the
direction of the lead market maker in an individual stock. Emphasizes the importance of using
Level II quotes to understand how market makers drive prices and manipulate the market"-The manager of a top investment fund discusses how individuals can make a killing in the
market through research and investment techniques that confound conventional market
wisdom.
Drawing from his experience as a securities analyst, economist, and investor, the author
explains the workings of Wall Street and offers advice on determining the value and potential
of stocks
Argues that post-crisis Wall Street continues to be controlled by large banks and explains how
a small, diverse group of Wall Street men have banded together to reform the financial
markets.
"This is that rarity, a useful book."--Warren Buffett Howard Marks, the chairman and cofounder
of Oaktree Capital Management, is renowned for his insightful assessments of market
opportunity and risk. After four decades spent ascending to the top of the investment
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management profession, he is today sought out by the world's leading value investors, and his
client memos brim with insightful commentary and a time-tested, fundamental philosophy. Now
for the first time, all readers can benefit from Marks's wisdom, concentrated into a single
volume that speaks to both the amateur and seasoned investor. Informed by a lifetime of
experience and study, The Most Important Thing explains the keys to successful investment
and the pitfalls that can destroy capital or ruin a career. Utilizing passages from his memos to
illustrate his ideas, Marks teaches by example, detailing the development of an investment
philosophy that fully acknowledges the complexities of investing and the perils of the financial
world. Brilliantly applying insight to today's volatile markets, Marks offers a volume that is part
memoir, part creed, with a number of broad takeaways. Marks expounds on such concepts as
"second-level thinking," the price/value relationship, patient opportunism, and defensive
investing. Frankly and honestly assessing his own decisions--and occasional missteps--he
provides valuable lessons for critical thinking, risk assessment, and investment strategy.
Encouraging investors to be "contrarian," Marks wisely judges market cycles and achieves
returns through aggressive yet measured action. Which element is the most essential?
Successful investing requires thoughtful attention to many separate aspects, and each of
Marks's subjects proves to be the most important thing.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Shortlisted for the Financial Times/McKinsey Business
Book of the Year Award The unbelievable story of a secretive mathematician who pioneered
the era of the algorithm--and made $23 billion doing it. Jim Simons is the greatest money
maker in modern financial history. No other investor--Warren Buffett, Peter Lynch, Ray Dalio,
Steve Cohen, or George Soros--can touch his record. Since 1988, Renaissance's signature
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Medallion fund has generated average annual returns of 66 percent. The firm has earned
profits of more than $100 billion; Simons is worth twenty-three billion dollars. Drawing on
unprecedented access to Simons and dozens of current and former employees, Zuckerman, a
veteran Wall Street Journal investigative reporter, tells the gripping story of how a world-class
mathematician and former code breaker mastered the market. Simons pioneered a datadriven, algorithmic approach that's sweeping the world. As Renaissance became a market
force, its executives began influencing the world beyond finance. Simons became a major
figure in scientific research, education, and liberal politics. Senior executive Robert Mercer is
more responsible than anyone else for the Trump presidency, placing Steve Bannon in the
campaign and funding Trump's victorious 2016 effort. Mercer also impacted the campaign
behind Brexit. The Man Who Solved the Market is a portrait of a modern-day Midas who
remade markets in his own image, but failed to anticipate how his success would impact his
firm and his country. It's also a story of what Simons's revolution means for the rest of us.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “The clearest and best book out there to get you on
the path to riches. This one’s special!”—Jim Cramer, host of CNBC’s Mad Money “Great tools
for anyone wanting to dabble in the stock market.”—USA Today Phil Town is a very wealthy
man, but he wasn’t always. In fact, he was living on a salary of $4,000 a year when some welltimed advice launched him down a highway of investing self-education that revealed what the
true “rules” are and how to make them work in one’s favor. Chief among them, of course, is
Rule #1: “Don’t lose money.” In this updated edition to the #1 national bestseller, you’ll learn
more of Phil’s fresh, think-outside-the-box rules, including: • Don’t diversify • Only buy a
stock when it’s on sale • Think long term—but act short term to maximize your return • And
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most of all, beat the big investors at their own game by using the tools designed for them! As
Phil demonstrates in these pages, giant mutual funds can’t help but regress to the mean—and
as we’ve all learned in recent years, that mean could be very disappointing indeed.
Fortunately, Rule #1 takes readers step-by-step through a do-it-yourself process, equipping
even the biggest investing-phobes with the tools they need to make quantum leaps toward
financial security—regardless of where the market is headed.
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